Abstract-This paper proposes optimal prediction intervals for the future generalized order statistic (GOS) based on the first GOS (ordinary order statistics, usual record values, -record values) from an exponential population. A conditional argument is considered for obtaining an optimal prediction interval for future GOS. A numerical example illustrates this technique.
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ACRONYMS

I. INTRODUCTION
T HE EXPONENTIAL distribution is prominent in life-testing experiments and reliability problems. The use of order statistics in this connection arises quite reasonably. These statistics lead to system-reliability and quality-assurance variables and thus are important to reliability engineers and manufacturers. The ordinary th OS in a sample of size represents the life-length of a -out-of-:G system made up of i.i.d. components. All components begin working simultaneously, and the system is good iff at least components are good. A flexible and more adequate model for a -out-of-:G system in practical situations must consider a certain -dependence structure. The failure of any component in the system can influence the remaining components. That is, the life distribution of the remaining components in the system can change after any component-failure. After failure at time , the remaining components possess a different life-distribution; it is truncated on the left at to ensure realizations arranged in ascending order of magnitude. A triangular scheme of failure times is used, where line contains failures with Cdf . Thus the system is a sequential -out-of-:G system for some ; the th sequential OS describes the life-length of the underlying system. See [9] , [10] [7] . In this context, the model of GOS based on can always be interpreted as sequential OS.
The prediction problems of the life-time models associated with the exponential distribution are very important, and have been studied in [3] , [6] , [8] , [11] , [13] . This paper considers the prediction problem: On the basis of the first GOS from an exponential distribution, predict the GOS , , . We use the idea of conditioning to obtain an optimal prediction interval for . Let an interval be a optimal prediction interval for if for all , and its length is minimized. An HCD prediction interval is such that the conditional pdf of , given for every point inside the interval, is greater than that for every point outside of it (see, in Bayes context, [15] Because is unknown, replace it by the MLE of :
. This leads to the approximate conditional pdf ; thus the pivotal statistic is Adopt an -expected length as a criterion; then the result [16] can be used to get an optimal prediction-interval among the scale-invariant prediction intervals. Thus the optimal prediction interval is in the form of The constants are determined through the pivot statistic such that and By unimodality, it suffices to derive an optimal prediction interval for , such that (2.8)
This is an HCD prediction interval. For , the approximate conditional pdf in (2.8) and (2.9) can be simplified to Therefore, the HCD prediction interval , must satisfy the 2 equations 
III. EXAMPLE
Consider the following data which represent failure times, in minutes, for a specific type of electrical insulation in an experi-ment in which the insulation was subjected to a continuously increasing voltage stress [12] The failure times after 151.9 are not recorded because they have no influence on the previous failure times in the context of this model. The PMLE & MLE of , based on the first four 2-record values are, .
The MLP and 95% HCD prediction interval of the 7th 2-recorded failure time are:
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